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The experiment would be to deprive a child of all social contact from birth, or at least after the age when solitary survival becomes possible. However, the accidents of history have delivered a few such children into our hands. The first relates the Victor-Itard story and includes a wealth of documentary evidence collected and translated for the first time. Lane's account is more complete and reliable than any other account in any language. Yet for a reader not familiar with Itard's original reports, these defects in conception and execution do not prevent The Wild Boy of Aveyron from being a significant and absorbing book. It goes a long way toward bringing to life the intellectual temper of France in 1800. Victor, the Wild Boy of Aveyron In his book The Forbidden Experiment: The Story of the Wild Boy of Aveyron, Roger Shattuck (1980) documented the first-person accounts of a boy called Victor. In early 1800, a naked boy was found on the outskirts of the village of Saint-Sernin, France. The boy was four and a half feet tall, and appeared to be the age of 12. During the next 5 years of experimentation and observation in his home, Itard eventually tamed Victor. He made remarkable progress, and although he never learned how to speak, Victor could read and write simple sentences, express desires, obey commands, and exchange ideas via rudimentary means.